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WE NEED TO OVERTHROW,
NOT VOTE FOR, THIS SYSTEM.
Bernie Sanders—

tells you that overcoming
inequality is as easy as
clicking to donate and
pulling a lever, when what
it’s really doing is leading
people away from an actual
revolution that is needed and
leaving intact the system
and empire that produces
injustice, oppression and
suffering around the world.

2012, Robert Hinton beaten and hogtied while incarcerated at Rikers Island, NY.

Abortion rights activists at a clinic in McAllen, TX.
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pig who openly says
“torture works, OK folks?”
and whose leering nastiness
toward women and crude
“America Number One”
chauvinism are an extreme
and grotesque concentration
of what America has always
stood for.

None of these or any other ruling
class representatives have any
answers in the interests of the
people to the huge problems
facing humanity. People need
to open their eyes to the reality
that if they vote, this will NOT
stop the system from committing
horrific crimes—instead, they will
become complicit in those crimes.
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Donald Trump—fascist
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Ted Cruz—Christian

fascist lunatic who advocates
banning women from getting
abortions for any reason,
including victims of rape and
incest, and calls for “carpet
bombing” of Arab countries
that would “make the desert
sands glow.”

Hillary Clinton—

proven repeat-offender war
criminal with the blood of
hundreds of thousands of
people around the world
on her hands... a REAL
“super-predator”* thirsting
to run a predatory system.
*Campaigning for Bill Clinton’s re-election in
1996, she referred to Black youth being targeted
under the genocidal mass incarceration program
expanded under Clinton as “super-predators.”

A U.S. Border Patrol agent detains a man in Arizona.

2008, U.S. troops pass the body of a person killed by an attack helicopter in Arab Jabour south of Baghdad, Iraq.

2003, the CIA and U.S. troops in Iraq torture prisoners at Abu Ghraib.

Get Ready for an Actual Revolution to Bring This System Down
And Bring Something Much Better into Being
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